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GENERAL PROVISIONS AND DEFINITIONS. 

404.101 Short title. This chapter shall be known and may be cited as uniform 
commercial code-bank deposits and collections. 

History: 1963 c. 158. 

404.102 Applicability. (1) To the extent that items within this chapter are 
also within the scope of chs. 403 and 408, they are. subject to the provisions of those 
chapters. In the event of conflict the provisions of this chapter govel'll those of ch. 403 
but the provisions of ch. 408 govel'll those of this chapter. 

(2) The liability of a bank for action or nonaction with respect to any item handled 
by it for purposes of presentment, payment or collection is governed by the law of the 
place where the bank is located. In the case of action or nonaction by or at a branch or 
separate office of a bank, its liability is govel'lled by the law of the place whel'e the 
branch or separate office is located. 

History: 1963 c. 158. 

404.103 Variation by agreement; measure of damages; certain action constituting 
ordinary care. (1) The effect of the provisions of this chapter may be varied by 
agreement except that no agreement can disclaim a bank's responsibility for its own lack 
of good faith 01' failure to exercise ordinary care or can limit the measure of damages 
for such lack or failure; but the parties may by agreement determine the standards by 
which such responsibility is to be measured if such standards are not manifestly unreason
able. 

(2) Federal reserve regulations and operating letters, clearing house rules, and the 
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like, have the effect of agreements under sub. (1), whether or not specifically assented to 
by all parties interested in items handled. 

(3) Action ornonaction appl'{)ved by this chapter 01' pUl'suant to federal reserve reg
ulations or operating letters constitutes the exercise of ordinary care and, in the absence 
of special instructions, action 01' nonactioll consistent with clearing house rules and the 
like or with a general banking usage not disapproved by this chapter, prima facie consti
tutes the exercise of ordinary care. 

(4) The speeification 01' approval of certain procedures by this chapter does not con
stitute disapproval of other procedures which may be reasonable under the circumstances. 

(5) The measure of damages for failure to exercise ordinary care in handling an item 
is the amount of the item reduced by an amount which could not have been realized by 
the use of ordinary care, and where there is bad faith it includes other damages, if any, 
suffered by the party as a proximate consequence. 

History: 1963 c. 158. 

404.104 Definitions and index of definitions. (1) In this chapter unless the context 
otherwise requires: 

(a) "Account" means any account with a bank and includes a checking, time, interest 
or savings account; 

(b) "Afternoon" means the period of a day between noon and midnight ; 
(c) "Banking day" means that part of any day on which a bank is open to the public 

for carrying on substantially all of its banking flUlctions; 
(d) "Clearing house" means any association of banks 01' other payors regularly clear

ing items; 
(e) "Customer" means any person having an account with a bank 01' for whom a 

bank has agreed to collect items and includes a bank carrying an account with another 
bank; 

(f) "Documentary draft" means any negotiable or nonnegotiable draft with accom
panying documents, securities or other papers to be delivered against honor of the draft; 

(g) "Item" means any instrument for the payment of money even though it is not 
negotiable but does not include money; 

(h) "JYIidnig'ht deadline" with respect to a bank is midnight on its next banking day 
following the banking day on which it receives the l'elevant item or notice or from which 
the tin18 for taking action commences to run, whichever is later; 

(i) "Properly payable" includes the availability of funds for payment at the time of 
decision to payor dishonor; 

(j) "Settle" means to pay in cash, by clearing house settlement, in a charge or credit 
or by remittance, 01' otherwise as instructed. A settlement may be either provisional or 
final; 

(k) "Suspends payments" with respect to a bank means that it has been closed by 
order of the supervisory authorities, that a public officer has been appointed to take it 
over 01' that it ceases or refuses to make payments in the ordinary course of business. 

(2) Other definitions applying to this chapter and the sections in which they appeal' 
are: 

(a) "Collecting bank"-s. 404.105. 
(b) "Depositary bank"-s. 404.105. 
(c) "Intermediary bank"-s. 404.105. 
(d) "Payor bank"-s. 404.105. 
(e) "Presenting bank"-s. 404.105. 
(f) "Remitting bank"-s. 404.105. 
(3) The following definitions in other chapters apply to this chapter: 
(a) "Acceptance"-s. 403.410. 
(b) "Certificate of deposit"-s. 403.104. 
(c) "Certification"-s.403.411. 
(d) "Check"-s. 403.104. 
(e) "Draft"-s.403.104. 
(f) "Holder in due comse"-s. 403.302. 
(g) "Notice of dishonor"-s. 403.508. 
(h) "Presentment"-s. 403.504. 
(i) "Protest"-s. 403.509. 
(j) "Secondary party"-s. 403.102. 
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(4) In addition ch. 401 contains general definitions and principles of construction and 
interpretation applicable throughout this chapter. 

History. 1963 c. 158. 

404.105 "Depositary bank"; "intermediary bank"; "collecting banIt"; "payor 
bank"; "presenting bank"; "remitting ba.nk". In this chapter unless the context other
wise requires: 

(1) "Depositary bank" means the first bank to which an item is transfer~'ed for col
lection even though it is also the payor bank; 

(2) "Payor bank" means a bank by which an item is payable as drawn or accepted; 
(3) "Intermediary bank" means any bank to which an item is transferred in course 

of collection except the depositary or payor bank; 
(4) "Collecting ]Jank" means any bank handling the item for collection except the 

payor bank; 
(5) "Presenting bank" means any bank presenting an item except a payor bank; 
(6) "Remitting bank" means any payor or intermediary bank remitting for an item. 
Histor~'. 1963 c. 158. 

404.106 Separate office of a bank:. A branch 01' separate office of a bank main
taining its own deposit ledgers is a separate bank for the purpose of computing the time 
within which and determining the place at or to which action may be taken or notices or 
orders shall be given under this chapter and under ch. 403. 

History. 1963 c. 158. 
Leg'is)ath'e Council Note, 1963. The offi- was the consensus of the study committee 

cial draft of the Code here presented an op- that maintenance of separate deposit ledgers 
tlon whether 01' not to retain the phrase is a satisfactory test of a branch bank for 
"maintaining its own deposit ledgers". It purposes stated in this section. (Bill No. l-S) 

404.107 Time of receipt of items. (1) For the pU11Jose of allowing time to process 
items, prove balances and make the necessary entries on its books to determine its position 
for the day, a bank may fix an afternoon hour of 2· p.m. 01' later as a cut-off hour for the 
handling of money and items and the making' of entries on its books. 

(2) Any item or deposit of money received on any day after a cut-off hour so fixed 
or after the close of the banking day may be treated as being received at the opening of 
the next banking day. 

History. 1963 c. 158. 

404.108 Delays. (1) Unless otherwise instructed, a collecting' bank in a. good 
faith effort to secure payment may, in the case of specific items and with or without the 
approval of any person involved, waive, modify or extend time limits imposed 01' per
mitted by this code for a period not in excess of an additional banking day without dis
charge of secondary parties and without liability to its transferor 01' any prior party. 

(2) Delay by a collecting bank or payor bank beyond time limits prescribed or per
mitted by this code or by instructions is excused if caused by interruption of comnnmica
tion facilities, suspension of payments by another bank, war, emerg'ency conditions 01' 

other circumstances beyond the control of the bank provided it exercises such diligence as 
the circumstances require, 

Hist01'Y' 1963 c. 158. 

404.109 Process of posting. The "process of posting'" means the usual procedure 
followed by a payor bank in determining to pay an item and in recording the payment, 
including one or more of the following or other steps as determined by the bank: 

(1) Verification of any signatme; 
(2) Ascertaining that sufficient funds are available; 
(3) Affixing a "paid" or other stamp; 
(4) Entering a charge or entry to a customer's account; 
(5) Correcting or reversing an entry or erroneous action with respect to the item. 

History. 1963 c. 158. 

COLLEOTION OF ITEMS: DEPOSITARY AND COLLEOTING BANKS. 

404.201 Presumption and duration of agency status of collecting banks and provi
sional status of credits; applicability of chapter; item indorsed "pay any bank". (1) 
Unless a contrary intent clearly appears and prior to the time that a settlement given by 
a collecting bank for an item is or becomes final (ss. 404.211 (3), 404.212 and 404.213) the 
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bank is an agent or subagent of the owner of the item and any settlement given for the 
item is provisional. This provision applies regardless of the form of indorsement or 
lack of indorsement and even though crcdit given for the item is subject to immediate 
withdrawal as of right or is in fact withdrawn; but the contiJiuance of oivnership of an 
item by its owner and any rights of the owner to proceeds of the item are subject to 
rights of a collecting bank such as those resulting from outstanding advances on the item 
and valid rights of setoff. \\Then an item is handled by banks for purposes of present
ment, payment and collection, the relevant provisions of this chapter apply even though 
action of parties clearly establishes that a particular bank has purchased the item and 
is the owner of it. 

(2) .After an item has been indorsed with the words iipay any bank" 01' the like, only 
a bank may acquire the rights of a holc1er: 

(a) Until the item has been returned to the customer initiating collection; or 
(b) Until the item has been specially indorsed by a bank to a person who is not a 

bank. 
History: 1963 c. 158. 

404.202 Responsibility for collection; when action seasonable. (1) A collecting 
bank must use ordinary care in: 

(a) Presenting an item or sending it for presentment; and 
(b) Sending notice of dishonor or nonpayment 01' returning an item other than a doc

umentary draft to the bank's transferor after learning that the item has not been paid 01' 

accepted, as the case may be; and 
(c) Settling for an item when the bank receives final settlement; and 
(d) Making or providing for any necessary protest; and 
( e) Notifying its transferor of any loss 01' delay in transit within a reasonable time 

after discovery thereof. 
(2) A collecting bank taking proper action before its midnight deadline following 

receipt of an item, notice or payment acts seasonably; taking proper action within a 
reasonably longer time may be seasonable but the bank has the burden of so establishing. 

(3) Subject to sub. (1) (a), a bank is not liable for the insolvency, neglect, miscon
duct, mistake or default of another bank or person or for loss or destruction of an item in 
transit or in the possession of others. 

History: 1963 c. 158. 

404.203 Effect of instructions. Subject to the provisions of s. 403.419 concerning 
conversion of instruments and the provisions of both ch. 403 and this chapter concerning 
restrictive indorsements, only a collecting bank's transferor can give instructions which 
affect the bank or constitute notice to it and a collecting bank is not liable to prior par
ties for any action taken pursuant to such instructions or in accordance with any agree
ment with its transferor. 

HistOI'Y1 1963 c. 158; 

404.204 Methods of sending and presenting; sending direct to payor bank. (1) A 
collecting bank must se'nd items by reasonably prompt method taking into consideration 
any relevant lllstrnctions, the nature of the item, the number of such items on hand, and 
the cost of collection involved and the method generally used by it or others to present 
such items. 

(2) A collecting bank may send: 
(a) Any item direct to the payor bank; 
(b) Any item to any nonbank payor if authorized by its transferor; and 
( c) Any item other than documentary drafts to any nonbank payor, if authorized by 

federal reserve regulation or operating letter, clearlllg house rule or the like. 
(3) Presentment may be made by a presenting bank at a place where the payor bank 

has requested that presentment be made. 
HistOI'Y: 1963 c. 158. 

404.205 Supplying missing indorsement; no notice from prior indorsement. (1) A 
depositary bank which has taken an item for collection may supply any indorsement of 
the customer which is necessary to title unless the item contains the words iipayee's lll
dorsement required" or the lilee. In the absence of such a requirement a statement placed 
on the item by the depositary bank to the effect that the item was deposited by a customer 
or credited to his account is effective as the customer's indorsement. 

(2) An intermediary bank, or payor bank which is not a depositary bank, is neither 
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given notice nor otherwise affected by a restrictive indorsement of any pel'son except the 
bank's immediate transferor. 

History: 1963 c. 158. 

404.206 Transfer between banks. Any ag1.'eed method which identifies the trans-
feror bank is sufficient for the item's further transfer to another bank. . 

History: 1963 c. 158. 

404.207 Warranties of customer and collecting bank on transfer or presentment 
of items; time for claims. (1) Each customer or collecting bank who obtains pay
ment or acceptance of an item and each prior customer and collecting bank warrants to 
the payor bank 01' other payor who in good faith pays or accepts the item that: 

(a) He has a good title to the item or is authorized to obtain payment or acceptance 
on behalf of one who has a good title; and 

(b) He has no knowledge that the signature of the maker or drawer is unauthorized, 
except that this warranty is not given by any customer or collecting bank that is a holder 
in due course and acts in good faith: 

1. To a maker with respect to the maker's own signature; 01' 

2. To a drawer with respect to the drawer's own signature, whether or not the drawer 
is also the drawee; or 

3. To an acceptor of an item if the holder in due course took the item after the accept
ance or obtained the acceptance without knowledge that the drawer's signature was un
authorized; and 

(c) The item has not been materially altered, except that this warranty is not given 
by any customer or collecting bank that is a holder in due course and acts in good faith: 

1. To the maker of a note; 01' 

2. To the drawer of a draft whether 01' not the drawer is also the drawee; or 
3. To the acceptor of an item with respect to an alteration made prior to the accept

ance if the holder in due course took the item after the accepta'nce, even though the ac
ceptance provided "payable as originally drawn" or equivalent terms; or 

4. To the acceptor of an item with respect to an alteration made after the acceptance. 
(2) (a) Each customer and collecting bank who transfers an item and receives a set

tlement or other consideration for it warrants to his transferee and to any subsequent 
collecting bank who takes the item in good faith that: 

1. He has a good title to the item or is authorized to obtain payment or acceptance on 
behalf of one who has a good title and the transfer is otherwise rightful; and 

2. All signatures are genuine or authorized; and 
3. The item has not been materially altered; and 
4, No defense of any party is good against him; and 
5. He has no knowledge of any insolvency proceeding instituted with respect to the 

maker or acceptor or the drawer of an unaccepted item. 
(b) In addition each customer and collecting bank so transferring an item and receiv

ing a settlement or other consideration engages that upon dishonor and any necessary 
notice of dishonor and protest he will take up the item. 

(3) The warranties and the engagement to honor set forth in subs. (1) and (2) arise 
notwithstanding the absence of indorsement or words of guaranty or warranty in the 
transfer 01' presentment and a collecting bank remains liable for their breach . despite 
remittance to its transferor. Damages for breach of such warranties 01' engagement to 
honor shall not exceed the consideration received by the customer or collecting bank re
sponsible plus finance charges and expenses related to the item, if any. 

(4) Unless a claim for breach of warranty under this section is made within a rea
sonable time after the person claiming learns of the breach, the person liable is discharged 
to the extent of any loss caused by the delay in making claim. 

History: 1963 c, 158. 

404.208 Security interest of collecting bank in items, accompanying documents and 
proceeds. (1) A bank has a security interest in an item and any accompanying docu
ments or the proceeds of either: 

(a) In case of an item deposited in an account to the extent to which credit given for 
the item has been withdrawn or applied; . 

(b) In case of an item for which it has given credit available for withd'l.'awal as of 
right, to the extent of the credit given whether or not the credit is drawn upon and wheth
er or not there is a right of charge-back; or 

(c) If it makes an advance on or against the item. 
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(2) vVhen credit which has been given for several items received at one tinie 01' pur
suant to a single agreement is withdrawn 01' applied in part the security interest remains 
upon all the items, any accompanying documents or the proceeds of either. For the pur
pose of this section, credits first given are first withdrawn. 

(3) Receipt by a collecting bank of a final settlement for an item is a realization on 
its security interest in the item, accompanying documents and proceeds. To the extent 
and so long as the bank does not receive final settlement for the item or give up possession 
of the item or accompanying documents for purposes other than collection, the secur
ity interest continues and is subject to the provisions of ch. 409 except that: 

( a) No security agreement is 'necessary to make the security interest enforceal)le (s. 
409.203 (1) (b»; and 

(b ) No filing is required to perfect the security interest; and 
(c) The security interest has priority over conflicting perfected security interests in 

the item, accompanying documents or proceeds. 
History. 1963 c. 158. 

404.209 When ba.nk gives value for purposes of holder in due course. For purposes 
of determining its status as a holder in due course, the bank has given value to the extent 
that it has a security interest in an item provided that the bank otherwise complies with 
s. 403.302 on what constitutes a holder in due course. 

History: 1963 c. 158. 

404.210 Presentment by notice of item not payable by, through or at a. bank; 
liability of secondary parties. (1) Unless otherwise instructed, a collecting bank may 
present an item not payable by, through or at a bank by sending to the party to accept or 
pay a written notice that the bank holds the item for acceptance 01' payment. The notice 
must be sent in time to be received on 01' before the day when presentment is due and the 
bank must meet any requirement of the party to accept or pay under s. 403.505 by the 
close of the bank's next banking day after it knows of the requirement. 

(2) Where presentment is made by notice and neither honor nor request for compli
ance with a requirement under s. 403.505 is received by the close of business on the day 
after maturity or in the case of demand items by the close of business on the third bank
ing day after notice was sent, the presenting bank may treat the item as dishonored and 
charge any secondary party by sending him notice of the facts. 

History: 1963 c. 158. 

40'1.211 Media of remittance; provisiona.J and final settlement in remittance cases. 
(1) A collecting bank may take in settlemeiit of an item: . 

(a) A check of the remitting bank or of another bank on any bank except the remit
ting bank; or 

(b) A cashier's check or similar primary obligation of a remitting bank which is a 
member of or clears through a member of the saUle clearing house or group as the collect
ing bank; or 

(c) Appropriate authority to charge an account of the remitting bank or of an· 
other bank with the collecting bank; or 

(d) If the item is drawn upon or payable by a person other than a bank, a cashier's 
check, certified check or other bank check or obligation. 

(2) If before its midnight deadline the collecting bank properly dishonors a remit
tance check or authorization to charge on itself or presents or forwards for collection a 
remittance instrument of or on another bank which is of a kind approved by sub. (1) or 
has not been authorized by the collecting bank, the collecting bank is not liable to prior 
parties in the event of the dishonor of such check, instrument or authol'ization. 

(3) A settlement for an item by means of a remittance instrument or authorization to 
charge is or becomes a final settlement as to both the person making and the person receiv· 
ing the settlement: 

(a) If the remittance instrument or authorization to charge is of a kind approved by 
sub. (1) or has not been authorized by the person receiving the settlement and in eithei' 
case the person receiving the settlement acts seasonably before its midnight deadline in 
presenting, forwarding for collection or paying the instrument or authorization,-at the 
tinle the remittance instrument or authorization is finally paid by the payor by which it 
is payable; 

(b) If the person receiving the settlement has authorized remittance by a nonbank 
check 01' obligation or by a cashier's check or similar primary obligation of or a check 
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upon the payor or other remitting bank which is not of a kind approved by sub. (1) (b), 
-at the time of the receipt of such remittance check 01' obligation; 01' 

( c) If in a case not covered by pal'. (a) 01' (b) the person receiving the settlement 
fails to seasonably present, forward for collection, pay 01' return a remittance instrument 
01' authorization to it to charge before its midnight deadline,-at such midnight deadline. 

History: 1963 c. 158. . 
Legislative Council Note, 19G3: For the words "the collecting bank" where they ap

purpose of clarification, the study committee pear after the words "authorized by". (Bill 
deleted the word "it" from the official text of No. 1-S) 
sub. (2) and inserted in lieu thereof the 

404.212 Right of charge-back or refund. (1) If a collecting bank has made pro
visional settlement with its customer for an item and itself fails by reason of dishonor, 
suspension of payments by a bank 01' otherwise to receive a settlement for the item 
which is or becomes final, the bank may revoke the settlement given by it, charge-back 
the amount of any credit given for the item to its cUi'jtomer's account 01' obtain refund 
from its customer whether or not it is able to return the items if by its midnight dead
line or within a longer reasonable time after it learns the facts it returns the item or 
sends notification of the facts. These rights .to revoke, charge-back and obtain refund 
terminate if and when ,a settlement for the item received by the bank is or becomes final 
(ss. 404.211 (3) and 404.213 (2) and (3)). 

(2) A depositary bank which is also the payor may charge-back the amount of an 
item to its customer's account or obtain refwld in accordance with s. 404.301 govel'lling 
return' of an item received by a payor bank for credit on its books. 

(3) The right to charge-back is not affected by: 
(a) Prior use of the' credit given for the item; 01' 

(b) Failure by any bank to' exercise ordinary care with respect to the item but any 
bank so failing remains liable. 

(4) A failure to charg'e-back or claim refund does not affect other rights of the bank 
against the customer or any other party. 

(5) If credit is given in dollars as the equivalent of the value of an item payable ill 
a foreign currency the dollar amount of any charge-back or refund shall be calculated 
on the basis of the buying sight rate for the foreig'n currency prevailing on the day when 
the person entitled to the charge-back or refund learns that it will not receive payment 
in ordina~l'Y course. 

History: 1963 c. 158. 
Leg'islattl'e Coullcil Note, 1963: The official ment, rather than sending the item back 

draft of this section contained an optional through the chain of intermediary banks 
subsection which the study committee delet- through which it came. The study commit
ed. It would have authorized an intermedi- tee noted that the practice of "direct re
ary or payor bank to return an unpaid item turns" would involve some problems and ap
directly to the depositary bank, together parently is not used in this state at the 
with a draft on that bank for reimburse- present time. (Bill No. I-S) 

404.213 Final payment of item by pa.yor bank; when provisional debits and 
credits become final; when certain credits become available for withdrawal. (1) An 
item is finally paid by a payor bank when the bank has done any of the following, which
ever happens first: 

(a) Paid the item in cash; 01' 

(b) Settled for the Iteni without reserving a right to revoke the settlement and with
out having such right under statute, clearing house rule or agreement; or 

(c) Completed the process of posting the item to the indicated account of the drawer, 
maker or other person to be charged therewith; or 

(d) J\iJade a provisional settlement for the item and failed to revoke the settlement in 
the time and manner permitted by statute, clearing house rule 01' agreement. 

(la) Upon a final paynlent under sub. (1) (b), (c) or (d) the payor bank shall be 
accountable for the alllount of the item. 

(2) If provisional settlement for an item between the presenting and payor banks is 
rnac1e through a clearing house or by debits or credits in an account between them, then 
to the extent that provisional debits or credits for the item are entered in aCCOllnts 
between the presenting and payor banks or between the presenting and successive prior 
collecting banks seriatim, they become final upon final payment of the item by the payor 
bank. 

(3) If a collecting bank receives a settlement for an item which is 01' becomes final 
"(88,.,404.211 (3) ahc1 404.213 (2)) the bank is accountable to its customer for the amount 
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of the item and any provisional credit given for the item in an account with its customer 
becomes final. 

(4) Subject to any right of the bank to apply the credit. to an obligation of the 
customer, credit given by a bank for an item in an account with its customer becomes 
available for withdrawal as of right: 

(a) In any case where the bank has received a. provisional settlement for the item,
when such settlement becomes final and the bank has had a reasonable time to leal'n that 
the settlement is final; 

(b) In any case where the bank is both a depositary bank and a payor bank and the 
item is finally paid,-at the opening of the bank's second banking' day following receipt 
of the item. 

(5) A deposit of money in a bank is final when made but, subject to any right of 
the bank to apply the deposit to an obligation of the customer, the deposit becomes 
available for withdrawal as of right at the opening of the bank's next banking day fol-
lowing receipt of the deposit. . 

History: 1963 c. 158. 

404.214 Insolvency and preference. (1) Any item in or coming into the posses
sion of a payor or collecting bank which suspends payment and which item is not finally 
paid shall be returned by the receiver, trustee or agent in charge of the closed bank to 
the presenting bank or the closed bank's customer. 

(2) If· a payor bank finally pays an item and suspends payments without making a 
settlement for the item with its customer or the presenting bank which settlement is or 
becomes final, the owner of the item has a preferred claim ag'ainst the payor bank. 

(3) If a payor bank gives or a collecting bank gives .01' receives a provisional settle
ment for an item and thereafter suspends payments, the suspension does not prevent or 
interfere with the settlement becoming final if such finality occurs automatically upon the 
lapse of certain time or the happening of certain events (ss. 404.211 (3) and 404.213 (1) 
(d), (2) and (3)). 

(4) If a collecting bank receives from subsequent parties settlement for an item 
which settlement is or becomes final and suspends payments without making' a settlement 
for the item with its customer which is or becomes final, the owner of the item has a 
preferred claim against such collecting bank. 

History: 1963 c. 158. 

COLLECTION OF ITEMS: PAYOR BANKS. 

404.301 Deferred posting; recovery of payment by return of items; time of dis
honor. (1) Where an authorized settlement for a demand item (other than a docu
mentary draft) received by a payor bank otherwise than for immediate payment over the 
counter has been made before midnight of the banking day of receipt the payor bank 
may revoke the settlement and recover any payment if before it has made final payment 
(s. 404.213 (1)) and before its midnight deadline it: 

(a) Returns the item; or 
(b) Sends written notice of dishonor or nonpayment if the item is held for protest 

or is otherwise unavailable for return. 
(2) If a demand item is received by a payor bank for credit on its books it may 

return such item or send notice of dishonOl' and may revoke any credit given or recover 
the amount thereof withdrawn by its customer, if it acts within the time limit and in the 
manner specified in sub. (1). 

(3) Unless previous notice of dishonor has been sent an item is dishonored at the 
time when for purposes of dishonor it is returned or notice sent in accordance with this 
section. 

( 4) An item is returned: 
(a) As to an item received through a clearing house, when it is delivered to the pre

senting or last collecting bank 01' to the clearing house or is sent or delivered in accord
ance with its rules; 01' 

(b) In all other cases, when it is sent 01' delivered to the bank's customer or trans
feror or pursuant to his instructions. 

History: 1963 c. 158. 

404.302 Payor bank's responsibility for late return of item. In the absence of a 
valid defense such as breach of a presentment warranty (s. 404.207 (1)), settlement 
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effected or the like, if an item is presented on and received by a payor bank the bank is 
accountable for the amount of: 

(1) A demand item other than a documentary draft whether properly payable or not 
if the bank, in any case where it is not also the depositary bank, retains the item beyond 
midnight of the banking day of receipt without settling for it or, regardless of whether 
it is also the depositary bank, does not pay 01' retul'l1 the item or send notice of dis
honor until after its midnight deadline ;01' 

(2) Any other properly payable item unless ,vithin the time allowed for acceptance 
01' payn1ent of that item the bank either accepts or pays the item or returns it 'and 
accompanying documents. . 

History. 1963 c. 158. 

404.303 When items subject to notice, stop-order, legal process or setoff; order in 
which items may be charged or certified. (1) Any knowledge, notice or stop-order 
received by, legal process served upon or setoff exercised by a. payor bank, whether or 
not effective under other rules of law to terminate,suspend or modify the bank's right 
or duty to pay 'an item or to charge its customer's account for the item, comes too late 
to so terminate, suspend or modify such right or duty if the knowledge,notice, stop
order or legal,process is received or served and a reasonable time . for the bank to act 
thereon expires or the setoff is exercised after the bank has done any of the following: 

(a) Accepted or certified the item; ,. , 
(b) Paid the item in cash; 
(c) Settled for the item without reserving a right to revoke the settlement and 'vith

out having such right under statute, clearing house rule 01' agreement; 
(d) Completed the process of posting the item to the indicated account of the drawer, 

maker or other person to be charged therewith 01' otherwise has evidenced by examination 
of such indicated account and by action its decision to pay the item; 01' 

(e) Become accountable for the amount of the item under ss. 404.213 (1) (d) and 
404.302 dealing with the payor bank's responsibility for late return of items. 

(2) Subject to sub. (1) items may be accepted, paid, certified 01' charged to the indi
cated account of its customer in any order convenient to the bank. 

History. 1963 c. 158. 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PAYOR BANK AND ITS OUSTOMER. 

404.401 When bank may charge customer's account. (1) As ag'ainst its customer, 
a bank may charge against his account any item which is otherwise, properly p;:tyable 
from that acc~lUnt even. though the charge creates an overdraft. 

(2) A bank which in good faith makes payment to a holder may charge the indi
cated account of its customer according to: 

(a) The original tenor of his altered item; or . . 
(b) The tenor of his completed item, even though the bank )mows the item has been 

completed unless the bank has notice that the completion was improver. ' 
History. 1963 c. 158. 

404.402 Bank's liability to customer for wrongful dishonor, A payor. ,bank is, 
liable to its customer for damages proximately caused by the wrongful dishonor 'of an. 
item.-When the dishonor occurs through mistake liability is limited to actual damage" 
proved. If so proximately caused and proved. damages may include damages for .an' 
arrest 01' prosecution of the customer or other consequential damages. Whether any con
sequential damages are proximately caused by the wrongful dishonor is. a question of fact 
to be determined in each case, 

History. 1963'c. 158. 

404.403 Customer's right to stop payment; burden of proof of loss, (1) A cus". 
tomer may by order to his bank stop payment of any item payable for· his account but. 
the order must be received at such time and in such manner as to afford the bank a 
reasonable opportunity. to act on it prior to any action by the bank with respect to the 
item described in s. 404.303. 

(2) An oral order is bin~ing upon t~e bank onls: for 14 ~alendar days unless confil;me~l 
in wdting within that pel'lOd. A wrItten order IS effectIve for only 6, months unl~s~ 
renewed in writing. , 0 , ,-, , 

(3) The burden of establishi;Ig' .the fact and amount. of ,loss resulting fr~m the pay
ment.of an item contrary to a bmdmg' stop payment order IS ?ll the custom,er, 

History: 1963 c. 158, 
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404.404 Bank not obligated to pay check more than 6 months old. A bank is 
under no obligation to a customer having a checking account to pay a check, other than 
a certified check, which is presentecl more than 6 mohths after its date, but i,t may 
charge its customer's account for a payment made thereafter in good faith. 

History: 1963 c, 158. 

404.405 Death or incompetence of customer. (1) A payor or collecting bank'~ 
authority to accept, payor collect an item or to account for proceeds of its collection if 
otherwise effective is not rendered ineffective by incompetence of. a customer of either 
bank existing at the time the item is issued or its collection is undertaken if the ballk does 
not know of an adjudication of incompetence. Neither death nor incompetence of a cus
tomer revokes such authority to accept, pay, collect or account until the bank knows of 
the fact of death or of an adjuclication of incompetence and has reasonable opportunity 
to act on it. 

(2) Subject to s. 72.11, even with knowledge a bank may for 10 days after the date 
of death pay 01' certify checks drawn on or prior to that date unless ordered to stop 
payment by a person claiming an interest in the account. 

History: 1963 c. 158. 
Legislative Council Note, 1963: The phrase any liability for inheritance taxes which 

"Subject to s. 72.11" was added by the study may be incurred by a banI, under s. 72.11. 
committee to the official text of sub. (2) to (Bill No. 1-S) 
make clear that this section does not affect 

404.406 Customer's duty to discover and report unauthorized signature or altera
tion. (1) When a bank sends to its customer a statement of account accompanied by 
items paid in good faith in support of the debit entries or holds the statement and items 
pursuant to a request 01' instructions of its customer or otherwise in a reasonable manner 
makes the statement ancl items available to the customer, the customer must exercise 
reasonable carc and promptness to examine the statement and items to discover his un
authorized signature 01' any alteration on an item and must notify the bank promptly 
after discovery thereof. 

(2) If the bank establishes that the customer failed with respect to an item to comply 
with the duties imposed on the customer by sUB. (1) the customer is precluded fromas
serting against the bank: 

(a) His unauthorized signature 01' a:ny alteration on the item if the bank also estab
lishes that it suffered a loss by reason of such failure; and!. 

(b) An unauthorized signature or alteration by the same wrongcloer on any other 
item paid in goocl faith by the bank after the first item and statement was available to 
the customer for a reasonable period not exceeding' 14 calendar days and before the 
bank receives notification from the customer of any such unauthorized signature or alter
ation. 

(3) The preclusion under sub. (2) does not apply if the customer establishes lack of 
ordinary care on the part of the bank in paying the item. 

(4) Without regard to care or lack of care of either the customer 01' the bank a cus
tomer who does not within one year from the time the statement and items are made 
available to the customer (sub. (1)) discover and report his unauthOl·ized signature 01' 

any alteration on the face 01' back of the item 01' does not within 3 years from that 
time discover and report any unauthorized indorsement is precluded. from asserting 
against the bank such unauthorized signature 01' indorsement or such alteration. 

(5) If under this section a payor lJank has a valid defense against a claim of a cus
tomer upon 01' resulting from payment of an item and waives or fails upon request to 
assert the defense the bank may not assert against any collecting bank or other prior 
party presenting or transferring the item a claim based upon the unauthorized signature 
or alteration giving rise to the customer's claim. 

History: i963 c. 158. .. 

404.407 Payor bank's right to subrogation on improper payment. If a payor bank 
has paid an item over the stop payment order of the drawer 01' maker or otherwise undllll 
circulllstanCetl giving a basis for objection by the drawer 01' maker, to prevent ulljUSt 
enrichment and only to the extent necessary to prevent loss to the bank by reason of its 
payme~t of the item, the payor bank shall be subrogated to the rights: 

(1) Of any ho1c1er in due comse on the item against the drawer or maker; and 
(2) Of the payee or any other holder of the item against the drawer or makei; eltlier 

on the item or under the transaction out of which the item arose; and . . .. --: 
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(3) Of the drawer 01' maker against the payee or any other holder of the item with 
respect to the transaction out of which the item arose. 

History: 1963 C, 158. 

COLLECTION OF DOCUMENTARY DRAFTS. 

404.501 Handling of documentary drafts; duty to send for presentment and to 
notify customer of dishonor. A bank which takes a documentary draft for collection 
must prepare 01' send the draft and accompanying' documents for presentment and 
upon learning that the draft has not been paid or accepted in due course must seasonably 
notify its customer of such fact even though it may have discounted or bought the draft 
or extended credit available for withdrawal as of right. 

History: 1963 c. 158. 

404.502 Presentment of "on arrival" drafts. When a draft or the relevant in
structions require presentment "on arrival", "when goods alTive" 01' the like, the collecting 
bank need not present until in its judg'ment a reasonable time for arrival of the goods has 
expired. Refusal to pay 01' accept because tIl(' goods have not al'l'ived is not dishonor; the 
bank must notify its transferor of such refusal but need not present the draft again until 
it is instructed to do so 01' learns of the arrival of the goods. 

History: 1963 c. 158. 

404.503 Responsibility of presenting bank for documents and goods; report of 
reasons for dishonor; referee in case of need. (1) Unless otherwise instructed and 
except as provided in ch. 405 a bank presenting a documentary draft: 

(a) 1\iust deliver the documents to the drawee on acceptance of the draft if it is pay
able more than 3 days after presentment; otherwise, only on payment; and 

(b) Upon dishonOl', either in the case of presentment for acceptance 01' presentment 
for payment, may seek and follow instrnctions from any referee in case of need desig
nated in the draft or if the presenting' bank does not choose to utilize his services it must 
use diligence and good faith to ascertain the reason for dishonor, must notify its trans
feror of the dishonor and of the results of its effort to ascertain the reasons therefor a'nd 
must request instructions. 

(2) The presenting bank is under no obligation with respect to goods represented by 
the documents except to follow any reasonable instructions seasonably received; it has a 
right to reimbUl'sement for any expense incurred in following instructions and to pre
payment of 01' indemnity for such expenses. 

History: 1963 c, 158. 

404.504 Privilege of presenting bank to deal with goods; security interest for 
expenses. (1) A presenting bank which, following' the dishonor of It documentary 
draft, has seasonably requested instructions but does not receive them within a reasonable 
time may store, sell, 01' otherw'ise deal with the goods in any reasonable manner. 

(2) For its reasollable expenses incul'l'ed by action under sub. (1) the presenting bank 
has a lien upon the goods 01' their proceeds, which may be foreclosed in the same manner 
as an unpaid seller's lien. 

History: 1963 c. 158. 




